
Transform your business with 
data-driven cleaning

62% 

more cleaning 
tasks completed 
in critical areas*

Tork® EasyCube™ 

*A study before and after implementation of Tork EasyCube in a facility with 20,000 visitors/week. Commissioned by SCA, the study included observation, interviews and analysis of data from the service, 
carried out in 2015 and 2016.



To solve them, we reimagined 
facility management

The new scale of information enabled by connecting devices 
around us to the internet is reshaping every industry. 
We’ve harnessed that power to significantly improve facility 
management. 

Our digital cleaning management solution, Tork EasyCube, 
gives you real-time information on cleaning and refill needs at 
your fingertips. This means your team can do exactly what’s 
needed, when and where. The result is a revolutionary boost to 
quality and efficiency, eliminating complaints and time wasted.

While data-driven cleaning as a field is still very new, Tork 
EasyCube already delivers proven results and has been helping 
businesses around the world transform how they do cleaning 
for years. Let’s take a look at how we can help you.

Tork® EasyCube™ 

1 

Connected devices
Sensor technology in  
Tork dispensers, visitor 
counter units and DCUs 
measure visitor numbers 
and refill levels

The Tork EasyCube™ service

2 
Mobile access to  
intelligent real-time data 
Data from individual devices  
is collected and displayed  
in the Tork EasyCube  
cloud-based application

3 
Smart analytics for 
optimizing operations 
Measurements to track 
and predict use and plan 
for increased effciency
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Sensors in dispensers and visitor 
counters measure refill levels and visitor 
numbers in real-time

Real-time information in a cloud-
based app lets cleaners act on 
what’s needed, when and where

Easy analytics let managers 
stay in control, plan and follow 
up with less time and effort1 2 3

Facility managers worldwide 
face similar problems
- How do you keep dispensers full and quality consistent yet avoid 
constant checking and overcleaning? 

- How do you make sure your team is cleaning in the areas that  
really need attention?

- How do you attract, retain and motivate your employees?

In facility management, staying in control of operations is hard. 
Improving operations under constant cost pressure can be even 
harder. 
As a partner to businesses in over 90 countries, we understand 
the challenges you face every day. So we developed a tool to 
help you overcome them.



Welcome to a new way of working with 
Tork EasyCube

Managers get more 
results with less effort

With instant access to data on 
visitor numbers and refill levels, 
staying in control is easy:

- Optimise cleaning with data on needs in 
each area at every time

- Monitor cleaning performance and quality 
against key performance indicators

- Communicate directly by sending messages 
to your cleaners’ tablets

- Boost quality and eliminate complaints by 
ensuring constant cleanliness and availability 
of paper and soap

Cleaners work smarter, 
not harder

Tork EasyCube empowers you 
to be proactive, solving problems 
before they even arise:

- Stock your trolley based on real-time info on 
what’s needed

- Eliminate unnecessary controls and work 
when you can see refill levels and cleaning 
needs in real-time on your tablet

- Keep track of tasks and tick them off on the 
tablet when you’re done

- Less stress when you can do exactly what’s 
needed, when and where it’s needed

A whole new logic for cleaning

With Tork EasyCube, your team can shift to 
need-based cleaning. No more fixed routes and 
unnecessary checks – real-time information enables 
cleaners to go directly where it’s needed most and 
stay on top of visitor flows in your facility in less time. 
Once you’ve tried this way of working, you’ll never 
want to go back.

Tork® EasyCube™ 
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Take your team to maximum efficiency
Knowing exactly what’s needed means no time is wasted. More time means teams can go the extra 
mile when cleaning, and managers can feel safe that nothing is neglected.

“Thanks to Tork 
EasyCube, we’re saving 
several hours per day. 
The service has changed 
everything: in terms of 
efficiency you can hardly 
compare it to how things 
were before.”

Kajsa-Lotta Halvarsson, 
Park Support Manager, 
Furuvik Zoo & Amusement Park

77% 
reduction
in dispenser controls 
saves valuable time*

62% 
more cleaning
tasks in critical areas by 
increasing efficiency means 
quality improved*

Tork® EasyCube™ 

*A study before and after implementation of Tork EasyCube in a facility with 20,000 visitors/week. Commissioned by SCA, the 
study included observation, interviews and analysis of data from the service, carried out in 2015 and 2016.

Find out how

http://www.tork.co.uk/testimonials/ready-for-furuviks-zoo


Set a new standard of customer 
satisfaction

Boost your team’s engagement

Smarter cleaning enables higher quality – forget about empty dispensers and untidy washrooms 
and other areas. Switch to need-based cleaning with Tork EasyCube for radically increased 
customer satisfaction.

Work feels meaningful when every task matters, and better control means less stress and less 
sick leave. Your people are your most important resource – they will thank you for implementing 
Tork EasyCube.

“It takes the stress away 
from cleaning since we’re 
on top of every problem.”

Jenny van Iersel, 
Receptionist, 
Apenheul Primate Park

Complaints about empty 
dispensers have been 
completely eliminated 
and today customers are 
happy with the cleaning.

IKSU Sports Complex

Tork® EasyCube™ 

88% 
less empty 
dispenser time 
ensures a great user experience*

30% 
higher visitor 
satisfaction 
with Tork EasyCube**

Happier 
staff
from more control, less stress 
and more meaningful tasks*

Easier to 
recruit
and reduced training time 
needed for new cleaners*

*A study before and after implementation of Tork EasyCube in a facility with 20,000 visitors/week. Commissioned by SCA, the study included observation, interviews and analysis of 
data from the service, carried out in 2015 and 2016. ** Measurement of visitor satisfaction in two Tork EasyCube washrooms and two traditionally maintained and equipped 
washrooms at ISSA/INTERCLEAN exhibition, Amsterdam 2016.

*Based on interviews with four Tork EasyCube customers.

Find out how
Find out how

http://www.tork.co.uk/testimonials/ready-for-iksu
http://www.tork.co.uk/testimonials/ready-for-apenheul


Let’s get you started
Dispensers available with 
Tork EasyCube

Tork Elevation Tork Image Design™

Tork Handtowel Cabinets for Recessed dispensers

Our dedicated teams tailor a solution for you, install it, and 
provide all the support you need to use it

The solution is compatible with a wide range of high-quality 
paper and soap dispensers and bins from Tork

Evaluation 
Based on your specific 
needs, we recommend a 
solution for you

Installation 
We install and configure Tork 
EasyCube in your facility

Get started 
We provide training and 
support to get you and your 
staff started with Tork 
EasyCube

Business review 
Together we review the 
results and business impact 
achieved
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Tork® EasyCube™ 

Get in touch to learn more about 
how we can transform your 
business!

tork.co.uk/easycube
tork.ie/easycube

Tork Xpress® 
Multifold Hand Towel 
Dispenser

Tork Twin Mini Jumbo 
Toilet Roll Dispenser

Tork SmartOne® 
Mini Twin Toilet Paper 
Dispenser

Tork Xpress® 
Multifold Hand Towel 
Dispenser

Tork Foam Soap 
Dispenser with 
Intuition™ sensor

Tork SmartOne® Toilet 
Paper Dispenser

Tork SmartOne® Mini 
Toilet Paper Dispenser

Tork Mini Jumbo Toilet 
Roll Dispenser

Tork Waste Bin 50 Ltr Tork Waste Bin 50 Ltr

Tork Matic® 
Hand Towel Roll 
Dispenser

Tork Foam Soap 
Dispenser with 
Intuition™ sensor

Tork Xpress™ 
Large Recessed 
Cabinet Towel 
Adapter

Tork Twin 
Mid-size Toilet Roll 
Dispenser

Tork Mini Jumbo 
Toilet Roll Dispenser

Tork Xpress™ 
Small Recessed 
Cabinet Towel 
Adapter

Tork Xpress™ 
Medium Recessed 
Cabinet Towel 
Adapter

Tork EasyCube™ 
Visitor Registration 
Units



How else can we help?  
Get in touch to talk about your 
business.

Great Britain:
01582 677 570
customer.servicesafh@sca.com
tork.co.uk

Republic of Ireland &  
Northern Ireland:
+353 (0) 1 793 0150
customer.servicesafh.ie@sca.com
tork.ie
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